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FUSION 650 SERIES MARINE ENTERTAINMENT SYSTEM

In the ever‑evolving electronics industry, FUSION positions itself firmly at the forefront. At FUSION we approach 
audio engineering from the perspective of the boat enthusiast, incorporating the smartest marine technologies and 
environmental protection to produce an unrivaled fusion of form and function. 

Introducing the exciting new FUSION 650 Entertainment Series, available in two models: MS‑UD650 Internal UNI‑Dock 
and MS‑AV650 DVD/CD System. Offering superior playback of your favorite USB, Apple iOS and MTP Android/Windows 
media devices, the 650 features FUSION‑Link NMEA 2000 control, Bluetooth A2DP audio streaming capabilities and 
Pandora radio support, for a true symphony of audio technologies. 

MULTI ‑ZONE TECHNOLOGY ‑ 3 ZONES
FUSION‑Link WIRED CONTROL ‑  VIA NMEA 2000 
FUSION‑Link WIRELESS CONTROL ‑  BLUETOOTH

360° IPx5 WATER RESISTANT
BUILT‑ IN CL ASS ‑D AMPLIFIER WITH SIDE FIN COOLING ‑ 280 WAT TS

A2DP BLUETOOTH AUDIO STREAMING WITH AVRCP 

INTUITIVE APPLE & MTP AUDIO CONTROL

PANDOR A R ADIO 
INTERNAL UNI ‑DOCK MS‑UD650 ONLY 
COMPONENT AND COMPOSITE VIDEO CONNECTIONS MS‑AV650 ONLY

MS‑UD650 MARINE ENTERTAINMENT SYSTEM WITH IN BUILT UNI ‑DOCK 
MS‑AV650 MARINE ENTERTAINMENT SYSTEM WITH IN BUILT DVD PLAYER

LARGE ENOUGH TO  
DOCK THE iPhone 6  

& SAMSUNG GALAXY S5

OPTICALLY BONDED LCD

MS-UD650: AM/FM/Bluetooth/USBx2/AUXx2/iPod/
iPhone/MTP/Sirius‑XM Ready (USA Only ‑ requires 
optional SiriusXM connect vehicle tuner)

MS-AV650: AM/FM/CD/DVD/Bluetooth/USB/AUXx2/
iPod/iPhone/MTP/Sirius‑XM Ready (USA Only ‑ 
requires optional SiriusXM connect vehicle tuner)
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FUSION‑Link WIRED CONTROL FUSION‑Link WIRELESS CONTROL

FUSION‑Link NMEA 2000 CONTROL

When connecting the FUSION 650 marine entertainment system to a network where a 
FUSION‑Link certified NMEA 2000 Multi‑Function Display (MFD) is installed, the MFD 
is granted access to select functionality of the unparalleled FUSION audio interface, 
for absolute convenience. Whether you are utilizing the tuner, iPod, iPhone, MTP, USB, 
Bluetooth, Auxiliary or DVD source, the functionality of FUSION‑Link is unmatched on 
the open sea.

NMEA 2000 partners include:

Wireless on‑the‑go control of your 
audio entertainment is made possible 
with the FUSION‑Link remote 
control app available for Apple iOS 
and Android media devices. 

NEW for 2015 FUSION introduces 
wireless control via Bluetooth, so 
whether you’re on the deck, in the 
water or on the beach, if the app is 
in range, control is at your fingertips.

Download the free FUSION‑Link app 
from iTunes or Google play today 
and spend more time finding the fish 
instead of your music.

FUSION‑Link BLUETOOTH CONTROL

The FUSION 650 offers independent control of the balance, subwoofer and volume level 
in three separate audio zones. To ensure ease of use, zones can be named: For example; 
Flybridge, Deck and Saloon — perfect to instantly see which zone you are adjusting.

The 650 Series features two Class‑D amplified zones, including 3 line out zones and 
3 subwoofer line outs. To expand the system to 3 zones FUSION recommends the 
MS‑AM702 Class‑D zone amplifier (sold separately). Adjust each zone individually or 
collectively from the entertainment system, or alternatively add a MS‑NRX200i to each 
zone for localized control.

Multi‑Zone Technology also includes functionality for linking zones, disabling unneeded 
zones, saving power by switching off internal amplifiers or setting volume limits.

For localized zone control, install 
multiple MS‑NRX200i Wired Remote 
Controls (sold separately)

ADVANCED MULTI ‑ZONE TECHNOLOGY – 3 SEPARATE ZONES

SALOON

DECK FLYBRIDGE
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PROTECT, CHARGE AND PLAY

Designed to offer water resistant protection of any compatible smartphone or media 
device from the harsh marine environment. Engineered to securely house the world’s 
most popular smart devices, while keeping them charged and ready. Included are 
3 connector cables (Apple 30‑Pin, Apple Lightning and Micro USB) for unrivaled 
connectivity. The MS‑UD650 will house products which are equal to or less than the 
following dimensions 137mm x 71mm x 13mm (5.39 x 2.80 x 0.51 inches).

INBUILT UNI ‑DOCK MS‑UD650

For a list of supported Apple and MTP devices visit: WWW.FUSIONENTERTAINMENT.COM

PANDORA PLAYBACK AND CONTROL

Listening to your favorite internet radio station just got easier 
with FUSION’s integrated Pandora user interface available via 
USB and Bluetooth. 

With Thumps up and Thumbs down functionality available 
from the front face of the 650 entertainment system, and 
Pandora’s Music Genome project, you can discover new and 
exciting music tailored to your preferences. Note Pandora for 
Apple includes USB and Bluetooth, Android is Bluetooth only.

Stream your favorite boating soundtrack from any A2DP supported Bluetooth media 
device directly to the FUSION 650 marine entertainment system. AVRCP allows for 
song data to be displayed on screen and control is available from both the stereo or the 
paired device.

BLUETOOTH AUDIO STREAMING

iPod/iPhone/MTP AUDIO PLAYBACK

Comprehensive control of any supported media device is made easy 
with FUSION’s fully integrated iPod/MTP user interface. Navigating 
through thousands of your favorite tracks is intuitively enabled 
with FUSION’s Alpha Search Technology (F.A.S.T), allowing you to 
quickly navigate to any list based on a numerical or alphabetical 
identifier. 

The familiar user interface of the 650 series is almost a replication 
of the controls you have come to know and love, including 
searching your music library via Artist, Album, Track Name, Genre 
or Playlist*.
*Playlist selection is not supported on MTP devices

Connect the optional SiriusXM Connect Tuner to experience SiriusXM satellite radio 
service on the open sea. With more than 175 channels to choose from, there will never 
be dull moment onboard. Note: Only available in the United States, a optional tuner and 
subscription are required. Visit www.siriusxm.com for more info.

SIRIUS SATELLITE RADIO

Relax after a day of boating fun with FUSION’s fully integrated DVD playback solution. 
The MS‑AV650 introduces both composite and component video connections for 
complete convenience. All DVD functions are accessible from either the front panel 
controls, included IR remote or Bluetooth remote app. 

The 650 Entertainment series includes a widescreen LCD display, optically bonded to 
improve durability and eliminate the possibility of condensation or fogging while out on 
the water. Able to resist extreme temperatures and operate in direct sunlight the 650 
isn’t afraid to get a little wet.

DVD PLAYBACK MS‑AV650

OPTICALLY BONDED LCD 

FUSION 650 SERIES


